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A NETWORKER FINDS SYNERGIES
Looking deeper into the possibilities of partnerships with other organizations and getting supporters on board will
help make a successful reality of our long-term plan “VISION 2033”.
Building and growing synergies with key players in the sport, business, entertainment and science industries will
open more doors and generate more value for all sides.
ICE HOCKEY COUNTERPARTS
Our immediate counterparts, such as clubs and
leagues (NHL, CHL, KHL, E.H.C., Hockey Europe,
etc.) represent the vast majority of ice hockey stakeholders, and we should continue to find ways for
productive cooperation by engaging in meaningful
dialogue and staying open and willing to accept each
other’s perspectives.
While you are not voting members and our opinions do
not always exactly coincide, we all share the same
ultimate goal and I strongly believe in importance of
your active role in development and popularization of
ice hockey. We can only help each other. We are
different but predestined to complement each
other. Just as it is important for the IIHF, it is also
paramount for the CHL that the European hockey
market becomes more competitive. So that the CHL
can realize its full potential uniting the whole continent.
And nobody other than the IIHF = MNAs can provide
that necessary boost of popularity. Because only
National Teams can magically unite the whole country
and ignite a new wave of growth.

Equally important, the development of individual
players from not-yet-hockey countries can
significantly boost hockey’s visibility in those nations
and grow the fanbase, even if their National Team is
not top level yet. That is why, it is most vital to strike
the right balance between acknowledgement of
those who drive our product today (top nations,
leagues and clubs) and investment in those who
ought to help hockey reach new heights in the
future. New heights that will allow us to truly
appreciate those who deserve most thanks for getting
hockey to where it is today.
The more interesting ice hockey formats and
competitions we have available, the better. In this
respect, we should be assisting different stakeholders
like NHL-KHL-CHL, etc. to find common ground for
competitions as the hype around it will benefit all. Our
own Continental Cup could align with the Champions
Hockey League to become a truly continental club
competition involving all MNAs.

In my own experience of working within the Olympic Movement, other International Federations and our
community, you are much better equipped and have more tools to perform your duties with most efficiency and
deliver results for the organization you represent, when you have established valuable connections with
external experts and experienced leaders, collaborate closely with other entities and have an extensive network
of colleagues and business partners.
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ICE HOCKEY COUNTERPARTS

OLYMPIC MOVEMENT

The NHL has experience in expanding and establishing ice
hockey foundations in territories that were previously
considered “ice hockey deserts”, based on planning in
advance. The League is also known for supporting
traditional and non-traditional markets to encourage the
appearance of more talented players and engagement of
larger audiences. Among our members we have a lot of
markets with the potential to grow both in the number of
quality players and fans following the game.

In order to become a more active partner in
the international sports community, we
should also work even closer with the
Olympic Movement members, especially
the International Olympic Committee,
not only in terms of the NHL participation or
further Olympic positioning of 3x3 ice
hockey, but to learn from their best practices
and multi-dimensional approach to event
management and planning, which will
elevate our organizational skills and
competitions level.

Assisting with the growth of ice hockey in developing
nations and regions should be interesting and
beneficial for the NHL. So that more players like Liam
Kirk reach the NHL level making the headlines in their
home country, creating a buzz among fans and
inspiring more kids to follow in their footsteps. It is
Great Britain right now, but it can be Poland or Korea as well,
just to name two.
Mexico, as a large neighboring country of the USA, is an
increasingly important sports market for US franchises in
such sports as NBA and NFL. It would be in everyone’s
interest if an NHL caliber player is developed in Mexico.
Thus, our interests closely align, and we need to seek
fruitful partnerships to help the Mexican MNA to bring
development to a new level. Naturally, half-Mexican Auston
Matthews could play a vital role.
The Basketball Africa League is a good example of a
project launched thanks to joint efforts between the NBA
and FIBA and support from sponsors with the aim of
popularizing basketball in Africa and developing stars,
including for NBA.

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATIONS
Establishing more consistent exchanges
with other International Federations, such
a s o u r fe l l ow m e m b e rs w i t h i n t h e
Association of International Olympic Winter
Sports Federations (AIOWF) and Global
Association of International Sports
Federations (GAISF), who face similar
challenges, will help us share ideas and
practical experiences to mobilize our
resources and find creative ways to
effectively address challenges.
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BESIDES I FIND A GREAT VALUE IN SYNERGIES BEYOND THE SPORTS INDUSTRY
UNIVERSITIES

ENTERTAINMENT

Cooperation with universities will provide us with
comprehensive scientific research for making informed
decisions. This win-win situation will allow talented
students to work on real-world cases and projects and
give them a chance to do an internship at the IIHF or our
federations. Learning opportunities is another area
where we can partner with universities to give access to
specialized and general courses and programs for our
membership.

By teaming up with entertainment industry companies
we will ensure production of high-quality content, which
is of key importance as discussed above. We should find
ways of bringing cooperation with such brands and
leading organizations as Disney and ESPN to
international ice hockey.
For example, new cartoons about ice hockey would
hugely boost the means of popularizing it among
the youth, a goal that Disney certainly shares with
their long-term commitment to NHL hockey. While
we might not be able to offer financial support,
nonetheless we can help such causes greatly due to our
immense collective knowledge, international outreach
to the global ice hockey community and historic stories
our members can share. For example, Kazakhstan
produced a great video series titled “Privet Hockey”
where kids explain hockey to kids. In children’s own
language and understanding.
The possibilities of successful partnerships are
limitless, including streaming our competitions on their
streaming services. Why not a short series about
Vision 2033 Kids development events? It would also
make for some exciting and sometimes exotic
stories from our hockey family. Behind the scenes
look not only at hockey skills, but the passion and love
for the sport of many literal hockey families, whether it is
the De la Garma’s in Mexico or Schneider’s in
Luxembourg, to name a few, who stay devoted to the
growth of hockey in their countries over generations.

I know personally how greatly such opportunities
of hands-on experience in the sports industry are
desired. One project assignment during my sports
management studies was to organize the first ever
International Sports Congress in Freiburg,
Germany. We had to do it in theory, but were excited
to find partners and supporters to stage it in reality.
There are countless possibilities to identify interesting
ways of cooperating with talented students and their
universities.
TECHNOLOGIES
Latest technologies and inventions can be accessed
via collaboration with IT companies that will benefit
from receiving international recognition. We are best
positioned to build up the link between provider and
customer.

